POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, February 12, 2018
Magha 23, 1939

Power shut down has been arranged on February 17 and 19, 2018 from 9.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. on 11 KV Malkarnem Feeder. The area affected is Nagvem Malkarnem.

Similarly on February 15, 2018 from 9.00 a.m to 3.00 p.m on 11 KV Mandopa Feeder to carry out the maintenance work. The areas affected are Rawanfond, Shantinagar, Aquem Baixo, Mandopa, Apibhat, Blasco centre, Moddi, New Colony, Fradilem, Dialgona, Bellem, Cruznagar, Ravora, Dongrim area.

Similarly on February 16, 2018 from 9.00 a.m to 3.00 p.m on 11 KV Navelim Feeder to carry out the maintenance work. The areas affected are Navelim V.P areas, Nagmodem, Talaulim V.P areas, Tolleband, Buticas, Navelim Market, Sinquetim, Dyna Soda factory and surrounding areas.